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“Candidate Strengths” continued on next page

 CANDIDATE’S NAME:   Kristy Pennino
 DEAN’S NAME:   Wendy Givoglu

Candidate’s Workload Context: 

Four – Five Preparations in Graphics Technology: 
•  GRA1142C Graphic Design Essentials (entry-level course; 7 contact hours), 
•  GRA2182C Advanced Graphic Design II (advanced-level course; 3 contact hours),
•  GRA1206C Fundamentals of Typography (intermediate-level course; 4 contact hours),
•  GRA1951C Portfolio Review (advanced-level course; 2 contact hours), 
•  GRA2942 Internship in Graphics (advanced-level course; up to 25 students per semester).

Additional Workload: Faculty hiring, mentoring, evaluating and training for three campuses; 
Student Advising; Faculty Internship Supervisor for all Graphics Interns; Schedule graphics for three 
campuses; Development and design of new and existing courses; Advisory Board attendance and 
participation; TechPrep articulation; Program development; Job Recommendation and Placement 
Assistance; Curriculum development and changes; College Learning Counsel Faculty Alternate; Arts 
& Entertainment Faculty Alternate Senator; Faculty Advisor for the student Graphic Design Group; 
Bring renowned designers to campus; Active member of industry professional organizations; Update, 
moderate and publish blog articles. Perform additional Program Chair workload requirements as 
needed. I’m an active participant in TLA seminars and roundtables (82 hours in 2 years).

Candidates Strengths:

•  12 years of teaching experience in environments where student learning is a focus
•   2 years of previous experience as Department Chair developing and managing a new graphic design 

school from the ground up; Southeast College of Technology in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
•   Strong networks and high amounts of participation in the local design and advertising community 

and professional organizations
•   Encourages students and graduates to participate and contribute to the health of the local design 

and advertising community 
•  Develops and utilizes active learning techniques for the classroom
•  Utilizes and improves course and curriculum development skills
•  Nurtures student learning tendencies to be problem-based, independent and progressive
•  Engages students in productive and constructive critiques of each others’ work
•  Uses conversational presentation, humor and spontaneity to keep students engaged 
•  Researches and evaluates new teaching techniques (Action Research)
•   Uses positive thinking strategies to get students to understand they CAN do – regardless of how 

high the expectations are of their professors, the industry or the competition
•  Holds the bar high for student achievement and coworker and colleague participation

VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE  •  INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING PLAN  •   TENURE-TRACK CANDIDATE
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“Philosophy of Teaching” continued on next page

•  Intuitive when dealing with student counseling, conduct and advising
•  Time management skills allow ample professional development participation
•  Leadership and team building skills amongst coworkers, colleagues and students
•  Improvises in a classroom setting in an above average manner
•  Learning-focused connection with students, coworkers and colleagues
•   Dedicated to understanding each student as an individual in order to better help them learn; this 

not only includes understanding their diverse learning tendencies/styles, but also their diverse 
cultures and personality styles (MBTI)

•  Gives and receives respect from coworkers, colleagues and students
•   Learns discipline-specific content, including new technologies, each semester in order to provide 

students with updated industry-compliant knowledge
•   Open to change, including the development of online course content as a new direction for many 

Graphics courses at Valencia

Candidate’s Philosophy of Teaching:

My teaching ability can be measured by my students’ competitive demonstration of content 
knowledge as well as the degree to which they can independently apply what they’ve learned beyond 
the classroom. I am constantly aware of the teaching environment and diversities within that 
environment. I can, therefore, improvise based on the unique dynamics presented in order to ensure 
the learning outcomes for all students are on a level deeper than what is obvious and superficial. 
Whether or not that environment entails active learning techniques or problem-based learning 
procedures, I am prepared to try something new in order to ensure learning is occurring for that 
specific group of students.  
 Teaching and learning, however, is a two-way street. Although it is my responsibility to make 
sure students have been provided with ample resources and enriching opportunities to apply what 
is being learned, it is the student’s responsibility to make sure they are learning and applying the 
content. With increasing numbers of under-prepared students entering college classrooms, it is 
necessary for me to be well equipped with various teaching techniques that help students value their 
role as a student and understand the personal learning processes that enable them to learn best.
 Discipline specific learning is a ‘must have’ when the role of the teacher is to prepare students 
for work in an industry. Although this obviously means, in the graphic design industry, that students 
can perform the proper technical as well as aesthetic tasks, one cannot overlook the demands of 
the industry in terms of the core competencies of thinking, valuing, communicating and acting 
appropriately that also determine their preparedness for work. Theory and history, although their 
importance can’t be argued, are limited in the extent to which they prepare students if little attention 
is given to how such knowledge can be useful once employed. And although discipline-related research 
is important for the growth of the industry, I strongly believe that the priority in the classroom ought 
not be one’s research unless it’s focused on students learning what they must in order to be productive 
and employable professionals who are excited and enthusiastic about their chosen career. 
 I am often asked by industry professionals, “Why do you teach?” Articulating an answer 
can sometimes be difficult since certain answers people expect to hear such as “I love to watch the 
look on their face when the light bulb goes off in their head” or “I want to help them become life-
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“Learning Outcome 1 Essential Competencies” continued on next page

long learners”. To me, and maybe this seems less than altruistic, it’s more because I’m excited and 
enthusiastic about learning myself. And just as I use student-as-teacher active learning techniques to 
help students develop a deeper understanding of content, I too employ that technique for myself so 
that I can continue to learn and grow. Learning is what makes me happy - teaching is just icing on 
the cake!  

LEARNING OUTCOMES 1& 2:

Needs Assessment: 
Valencia graphics students are a highly diverse group of students being trained to work in an industry 
where an understanding of industry expectations, resourcefulness and networking is paramount 
to job placement. Enthusiasm to learn outside of the classroom about industry-focused topics is 
expected of them, but since it is something that often qualifies as ‘extracurricular’, this enthusiasm 
often occurs too late in their studies to benefit them to the degree that it could. This lack of industry-
focused extracurricular learning can even result in a delay in graduation due to lack of enthusiasm, 
momentum and weak connections being made between course content and industry expectations. It 
is also important to note that a lack of industry-focused extracurricular learning and resourcefulness 
results in a visual portfolio that reveals the student’s lack of desire to learn beyond the minimal 
requirements expected of them in the classroom.  
 There is a plethora of opportunities for students to attend local events and workshops hosted 
by professional organizations, join industry-related organizations (such as the student Graphic Design 
Group, American Institute of Graphic Artists, American Advertising Federation, etc.), share resources 
with one another or even participate in conversation virtually via the graphics blog and other 
professional networking websites for those with limited time in their schedule. Graphics students 
miss opportunities to network and participate outside of class in industry-related events and learning 
opportunities due to a lack of awareness of the various opportunities available to them. 
 I believe that once entry-level students are more aware of the rich resources available to them, 
their new awareness will prompt them to enthusiastically seek resources and participate in industry-
focused learning experiences outside of the classroom. 

LO #1: Develop learning-centered teaching strategies aimed at getting entry-level graphics 
students to develop and use their awareness of industry-focused extracurricular learning 
opportunities. This is an Action Research Project. Please see ARP results in the red section of this ILP.

A. Essential Competencies:
 
1. Learning-centered teaching strategies
   •   Active learning techniques focused on industry awareness and extracurricular learning 

opportunities.
2. Valencia’s Core Competencies (TVCA)

LO#1
Supplemental materials 
and assessments mentioned 
in this LO are shown 
and further discussed 
and evaluated in the 
accompanying Action 
Research Project. 
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“Learning Outcome 1 Conditions” continued on next 

   •   THINK: Lifelong Learning, Independent Learning, Problem Solving, Creative Process 
Development, Resourcefulness

   •  VALUE: Initiative, Motivation, Responsibility
   •  ACT:  Participation, Out of Class Work, Research
3. LifeMap
   •   Employ electronic tools beyond the narrow confines of the Atlas LifeMap website by utilizing 

the Graphics Program blog and other virtual networking sites to encourage student contact and 
industry awareness.

   •   Develop learning-centered assignments employing electronic tools focused on helping students 
understand LifeMap as a guiding philosophy. 

4. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
   •   Produce Professional work that meets the Valencia Standards of Scholarship (Action  

Research Project).
   •  Demonstrate relationship of SofTL to improve teaching and learning processes.
   •  Demonstrate current teaching and learning theory & practice.
   •  Invite constructive criticism by seeking formative feedback from peers and students. 
5. Assessment
   •  Employ formative feedback loops early and often to assess student awareness.
   •   Develop summative assessment devices aimed at aiding student awareness and resourcefulness.
   •   Develop formative assessment devices, such as a pre- and post-survey to measure the effectiveness 

of new teaching strategies.
   •   Develop assessment strategies that more accurately measure student involvement in communities 

outside of the classroom
6. Professional Commitment 
   •  Expand knowledge of college connections to wider communities
7. Inclusion & Diversity
   •  Design learning experiences that address students’ unique needs
   •   Create learning atmospheres that encourage students to share viewpoints, resources and 

newfound knowledge
   •  Foster connections among students in and out of the classroom (learning communities)

B. Conditions:

Approximately 60 entry-level graphics students enrolled in three separate sections of Graphic Design 
Essentials (GRA1142) will be exposed to a newly designed LifeMap-focused, graded summative 
assessment device (a tutorial) requiring they seek and apply extracurricular industry-focused learning 
resources available to them. Although all three sections will be asked to complete the same assignment 
at the same time, it is important to note I will only be responsible for the instruction in one of those 
sections. (Please note: formative assessment devices will be employed to help control for this factor.)
 The creation and execution of this device will be a part of an Action Research Project (ARP) 
directed towards developing the awareness and resourcefulness of entry-level graphics students by 
actively exposing them to industry resources and extracurricular learning expectations. 
 The assignment was initially designed during the Summer of 2008, however was redesigned 

LO#1
[ C O N T I N U E D ]
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“Learning Outcome 1 Products” continues on next 

to be a more focused and measurable project in the Fall of 2008. It is estimated that this summative 
assessment device as well as the formative devices to measure it’s effectiveness began immediately in 
Spring of 2009 and continued for the first half of the semester before enough data was collected to 
assess and reflect on it’s effectiveness. 
 In addition to the summative device mentioned above, those same students were asked to 
complete an anonymous Flashlight survey prior to and following their exposure to the assignment. 
These surveys helped determine whether or not the Action Research Project (ILP: LO#1) was 
successful. Since there were three different instructors delivering the content and the assignment, 
an additional goal was to measure whether any failure or success could be attributed to the new 
assignment or whether the credit goes to the teaching strategies used by the various instructors.
 The survey was initially designed during the Summer of 2008, however it became quickly 
clear after further examination that the device was measuring the wrong things. This realization 
helped develop a more focused and measurable LO#1 and LO#2 in the Fall of 2008. This new 
version of the formative assessment device was administered immediately in Spring of 2009 and 
continued for one semester before enough data was collected to assess it’s effectiveness and reflect 
upon the results. 

C. Products/Performance:

This LO is an Action Research Project (ARP) requiring the development of a new active learning 
summative assessment device (a redesigned tutorial) for entry-level graphics students. Since this new 
tutorial required students use electronic tools in an innovative way to meet the learning objectives 
of this ARP, LifeMap is a very important essential competency being indicated. Specifically, the 
goal was to employ electronic tools beyond the narrow confines of the Atlas LifeMap website by 
utilizing the Graphics Program blog and other virtual networking sites to encourage student contact, 
resourcefulness and industry awareness.
 The goals of this formative device are to help students develop their life-long learning 
abilities, employ interdependence by building mutually supportive relationships and accept personal 
responsibility by gaining a newfound awareness of industry-related resources. These are all learning 
traits that are rarely understood and utilized by entry-level graphics students otherwise. It is hoped 
that by developing these skills in their entry-level course, students will be more inclined to relate 
course content to industry expectations and therefore be more eager to apply concepts independently 
beyond the confines of the classroom earlier in their degree program. It is observed that, traditionally, 
students wait until much later in the degree program to do so.

More specifically, the Products & Evidence of learning that are provided:

1.  Students were given a formative assessment device (anonymous Flashlight pre-survey) to help 
measure their pre-ARP assignment (LO#1) extracurricular awareness. Results are evaluated and 
provided in the Action Research Project Reflection.

2.  Students were exposed to various on-screen demonstrations related to how one goes about search-
ing for and locating resources and archiving them using various electronic storage venues. They were 
encouraged to take notes and to follow along on their computers during demonstration. 

LO#1
[ C O N T I N U E D ]
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“Learning Outcome 2 Essential Competencies” continued on next page

3.  Students were provided with a newly designed graded summative assessment device (a tutorial) 
requesting they independently complete various research-related tasks (post on blogs, find printed 
resources in the library or bookstore, develop a ‘wish list’ of events to attend, develop an electronic 
resource journal utilizing an online bookmarking website, create a twitter account to share their 
resources with others). Samples of this device along with student samples of completion are 
provided in the Action Research Project Reflection. 

4.   Students were given another formative assessment device (anonymous Flashlight post-survey) 
to help measure the effectiveness of the LO#1, the active learning techniques employed and the 
new summative assessment developed. This second device was also be used to help determine the 
exact source of success/failure. Results are evaluated and provided in the Action Research Project 
Reflection.

5.  Students were given the traditionally proposed opportunities to attend as many industry-related 
events, workshops, openings, etc. in exchange for extra credit. Pre- and post- records were 
compared to see if there was an increase in the number of GRA1142 students who participated 
in the extra credit opportunity as well as determine whether any newfound awareness can be 
attributed to any of the above employed measures. 

Needs Assessment: 
It has been extremely difficult to track graphics graduates over the years. Graphics Technology is an 
AS Degree Program, therefore, it is a negative reflection on the success of the program if students 
do not respond to college surveys with their employment status after graduation. This is because 
these non-responders lower the job placement percentage that is a key indicator as to the growth and 
viability of the program. Growth and viability of AS Degree Programs are assessed each year. 
 It is not only the goal of Valenica’s Workforce Development Department to be able to track 
graduates after graduation, but it is also a challenge for the Alumni Association to stay in contact 
and recruit members. And although it is not a required goal, the AS Degree programs themselves 
also hope to stay in touch with, share resources with, help students find placement and to network 
with graduates. 

LO #2: Determine the usefulness of a professional networking website, http://www.linkedin.com, 
in tracking Valencia’s Graphics graduates and their employment status.

A. Essential Competencies:

1. LifeMap
   •   Employ electronic tools beyond the narrow confines of the Atlas LifeMap website by utilizing the 

professional/job networking site: www.linkedin.com
2. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

LO#2

E N D  O F  L E A R N I N G  O U T C O M E  1

LO#1
[ C O N T I N U E D ]
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“Professional Development” begins on next page

   •   Make work public to college and broader audiences by providing synergistic benefits for 
Valencia’s Alumni Association and Valencia’s Workforce Development Dept.

   •  Build on the work of others (consult peers, self, students)
3. Professional Commitment 
   •   Expand knowledge of college connections to wider communities by providing graduates and 

employers to link with one another through an alumni group
4. Inclusion & Diversity
   •  Foster connections among students in and out of the classroom (learning communities)

B. Conditions: 

A professional profile on a popular professional/job networking website www.linkedin.com in the 
Summer of 2008. A list was compiled in the Fall of 2008, from Valenica’s Institutional Research (IR) 
Department containing the contact information of all Graphics AS Degree graduates since 1978. 
Valencia Graphics graduate connections were developed on the site beginning Summer 2008 and 
information is continuously being collected to update the graduate contact information provided on 
the list from IR. This process is expected to be ongoing so long as the program exists. Also, a Linkedin 
Group for Valencia Graphics Graduates was created in Fall 2008. This makes it possible for Group 
members (Alumni) to discuss and network more easily with other members in the Group. Interested 
Valencia Workforce Development employees and Alumni Association employees were invited to the 
group to benefit from group member access to graduate profiles in Fall 2008.

C. Products/Performance: evidence of learning to include in portfolio

1.  A personal professional profile was created on a popular professional/job networking website,  
www.linkedin.com. 

2.  Connections were developed with Valencia Graphics AS Degree earners through this site which 
contains all current job placement and contact information.

3.  A list was compiled, from Valenica’s Institutional Research (IR) Department, containing the 
contact information of all Valencia Graphics AS Degree graduates since the inception of the 
program (since 1978). 

4.  New connections were developed on the site to gather and update the graduate contact 
information provided on the list from IR. 

5.  A Linkedin Group was created for Valencia Graphics Graduates only to keep in touch with and 
track the placement of our graduates as well as provide connected graduates with a job placement 
network with one another. 

6.  It has been expressed that the updated information being collected be shared with Valencia’s 
Workforce Development and Alumni Association. They will also be invited to join the new Alumni 
group to gain group member access to graduates profiles.

7.  Any feedback provided from group members, Workforce Development and the Alumni 
Association was collected and shared as evidence.

LO#2
[ C O N T I N U E D ]

E N D  O F  L E A R N I N G  O U T C O M E  2
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2007 – 2008 TLA Seminars [52 hours of Professional Development; Year One]:

√  Creating an ILP – PRFC 2161 ............................. CRN: 1162 CR: 20 July 07 – Oct 05, 2007 

√  Action Research Project Design – SOTL 3371  .... CRN: 1218 CR: 20 Sep 28 – Dec 03, 2007 

√  Assessment/Tool for Learning – ASMT 2121 ....... CRN: 1004 CR: 2 Oct 19, 2007

√  Student Responsibility – LFMP 3342  ................. CRN: 1213 CR: 2 Nov 02, 2007 

√  Scholarship of Teach./Learning – SOTL 2171  ..... CRN: 1015 CR: 2 Nov 16, 2007 

√  Core Competencies: TVCA – TVCA 2131  ......... CRN: 1028 CR: 2 Jan 18, 2008

√  L-C Teaching Strategies – LCTS 2111  ................ CRN: 1020 CR: 2 Feb 08, 2008

√  Inclusion and Diversity – INDV 2151  ................ CRN: 1036 CR: 2 Feb 29, 2008

√  LifeMap - LFMP 2141  ........................................ CRN: 1040 CR: 2 Mar 21, 2008

2008 – 2009 TLA Seminars [28 hours of Professional Development; Year Two]:

√  Rubric Construction – ASMT 2227  ................... CRN: 1113 CR: 2 Sep 25, 2008

√  Creating Evidence-Based Portfolio – PRFC 2263  CRN: XXX CR: 20 Oct 09 – Nov 13, 2008

√  Assessment/Tool for Learning – ASMT 2121 ....... CRN: 1004 CR: 2 Oct. 17, 2008

√  Authentic Assessment  –  ASMT 2228 ................. CRN: 1151 CR: 2 Jan 29, 2009

√  Brain Theory / Learning Styles – INDV 2254  ..... CRN: 1031 CR: 2 Mar 25, 2009

Demonstration of ILP & Essential Competencies:  

A paper portfolio is provided with an electronic PDF version available for sharing upon request. 

E N D  O F  I N D I V I D U A L I Z E D  L E A R N I N G  P L A N

Kristy Pennino’s “Action Research Project” begins on the next page.
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 CANDIDATE’S NAME:   Kristy Pennino
 DEAN’S NAME:   Wendy Givoglu

Abstract 

Valencia graphics students are a highly diverse group of students being trained to work in an industry 
where an understanding of industry expectations, resourcefulness and networking is paramount to job 
placement. Enthusiasm to learn outside of the classroom about industry-focused topics is expected of 
them, but since it is something that often qualifies as ‘extracurricular’, this enthusiasm often occurs 
too late in their studies to benefit them to the degree that it could. This lack of industry-focused 
extracurricular learning can even result in a delay in graduation due to late enthusiasm for course 
content and weak connections being made between course content and industry expectations. It is 
also important to note that a lack of industry-focused extracurricular learning and resourcefulness 
results in a visual portfolio that reveals the student’s lack of desire to learn beyond the minimal 
requirements expected of them in the classroom.  
 For students with limited time in their schedules, there is a plethora of opportunities for 
students to attend local events and workshops hosted by professional organizations, join industry-
related organizations (such as the student group, American Institute of Graphic Artists, American 
Advertising Federation), share resources with one another or even participate in conversation 
virtually via the graphics blog and other professional networking websites. Graphics students miss 
opportunities to network and participate outside of class in industry-related events and learning 
opportunities due to a lack of awareness of the various opportunities available to them. 
 I believe that once entry-level students are more aware of the rich extracurricular learning 
resources available to them, their new awareness will prompt them to enthusiastically seek resources 
and participate in industry-focused learning experiences outside of the classroom. 

Research Questions: 

RQ1:
Can a new summative assessment device (tutorial) develop entry-level graphics students’ 
awareness of industry-focused extracurricular learning opportunities?

RQ2:
Will entry-level graphics students, who are more aware of extracurricular learning opportunities, 
participate in and use those opportunities and resources more? 

   

“ARP Background” begins on next page

VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE  •  ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT  •   TENURE-TRACK CANDIDATE
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Background 

STUDENT PERSPECTIVE:  
Graphics students these days have full time jobs, go to school full time and have family obligations that 
prevent them from prioritizing their schedules to include extracurricular learning and the development 
of industry-focused awareness of learning resources. Students view extracurricular learning as an 
interference with their already busy schedules and something that is expected beyond minimum course 
requirements; therefore, students view it as a ‘nice to have’ and not a ‘need to have’ in order to succeed 
as a student. 
 When graphics students are asked if they’ve attended a recent event or extracurricular learning 
opportunity, students are generally unaware there was an opportunity, even though these events 
are posted on the graphics blog, announced via email have event posters displayed in the classroom 
entrances and labs. Students admit to not keeping up with the blog or noticing event announcements 
and when asked why, they don’t seem to know.
 Students are more comfortable with the concept of learning from their professor inside of the 
classroom rather than seeking additional resources outside of the classroom as demonstrated by their 
awareness of extracurricular opportunities only heightened by announcements made by the professor 
versus other forms of event announcements requiring student willingness to make search available 
resources for this information (posters in our labs, emails, blog postings, etc.).

COLLEAGUE PERSPECTIVE:
Fellow Graphics professors support community building activities for students by inviting world-
renowned designers to campus/Orlando, announcing the events in class and giving students the 
opportunity to earn extra credit for attending events and networking opportunities. They also note that 
the turnout of their students for these events is low, resulting in missed opportunities for students to 
network and learn.
 Furthermore, our Graphics professors are also practicing industry professionals who contribute 
their opinions as to the importance of students’ extracurricular learning. They note it is a commonly 
shared industry expectations for students to do so.  

EXPERT PERSPECTIVE:
Graphic design industry professionals (including those on the Valencia Graphics Advisory Committee) 
continually point out to students and educators that networking and extracurricular learning from 
communicating with professionals and fellow graphics students is imperative to their growth and 
professional success as a designer. They, too, provide networking, social and feedback opportunities that 
relatively few students participate in.
 Local design and ad agencies have expressed they will not post job openings and will not hire 
interns/entry-level designers unless they know the student, have been networking with the student or 
unless the student shows the initiative to come to them seeking work. This hiring technique is used 
often in the industry nation-wide. Some local companies employing this networking/hiring model 
include: Fry, Hammond, Barr; PUSH; Knight Images; Say It Loud; Juicy Temples; Lure; and YPB&R. 
Although this is not a comprehensive list of all local firms/agencies, these are the ones that can be 
named having discussed these concerns with them.

“Background: Expert Perspective” continued on next 
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Published articles by industry professional organizations, who set the standards for graphic design 
education and industry expectations elaborate further: 

Articles published by various authors of the American Institute for Graphic Artists (AIGA) on 

their website (www.aiga.org):

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/designers-matrix-networking-real-space

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/what-designers-must-learn 

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/design(ing)-network(ing) 

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/a-dozen-common-mistakes

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/portfolio%2Dpresenting 

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/guide-findfirstjob 

http://www.aiga.org/content.cfm/design-heroes 

Articles published by Valencia Graphics Professors on the Valencia Graphics blog:

http://vccgraphics.wordpress.com/2006/09/27/job-search-strategies-for-designers/

http://vccgraphics.wordpress.com/2006/10/05/the-ad2-mentor-program/ 

Articles published by various authors and published on well known industry-focused websites 

by industry experts and professionals:

http://www.graphicdefine.org/issue3/networkingfordesigners

http://graphicdesign.about.com/od/career/a/word_of_mouth.htm

http://marketing.about.com/od/internetmarketingstrategy/a/fivemyths_2.htm

http://desktoppub.about.com/cs/freelance/a/clients_8ways.htm

To bridge the gap between expert advice from the industry and making sure those concepts are 
learned in the classroom, I have attended workshops and seminars focused on developing methods to 
improve my teaching and assessment abilities. They include:
 

√  Assessment/Tool for Learning – ASMT 2121 ......CRN: 1004 .....CR: 2 .................. Oct 19, 2007

√  Student Responsibility – LFMP 3342  ................CRN: 1213 .....CR: 2 ..................Nov 02, 2007 

√  Scholarship of Teach./Learning – SOTL 2171  ....CRN: 1015 .....CR: 2 ..................Nov 16, 2007 

√  Core Competencies: TVCA – TVCA 2131  ........CRN: 1028 .....CR: 2 ................... Jan 18, 2008

√  L-C Teaching Strategies – LCTS 2111  ...............CRN: 1020 .....CR: 2 ...................Feb 08, 2008

√  Inclusion and Diversity – INDV 2151  ...............CRN: 1036 .....CR: 2 ...................Feb 29, 2008

√  LifeMap - LFMP 2141  .......................................CRN: 1040 .....CR: 2 ..................Mar 21, 2008

√  Assessment/Tool for Learning – ASMT 2121 ......CRN: 1004 .....CR: 2 ................. Oct. 17, 2008

√  Authentic Assessment  –  ASMT 2228 ................CRN: 1151 .....CR: 2 ................... Jan 29, 2009

√  Brain Theory / Learning Styles – INDV 2254  ....CRN: 1031 .....CR: 2 ..................Mar 25, 2009 

“Methods & Assessment” begins on next page
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In addition to the workshops and seminars, I felt it was important to conduct some additional 
reading to better inform my teaching strategies and help me to define and articulate my goals and 
directions. It’s important to note that my directions are strongly influenced by the research success, 
sharing of ideas and the work of others in the realm of action research, diversity, active learning as 
well as formative and summative assessment. Those printed resources include:

Leamnson, Robert. Thinking About Teaching and Learning: Developing Habits of Learning with 
First Year College and University Students. Stylus Publishing. 1999. pp 33 – 50. 

Coplin, Bill. 10 Things Employers Want Your to Learn in College. Ten Speed Press. 2003.

Silberman, Mel. Active Learning. 101 Strategies to Teach Any Subject. Allyn & Bacon. 1996.

Dougherty, B. Christopher, et al. Defining Expectations for Problem-Solving Skills. Preparing 
Competent College Graduates: Setting New and Higher Expectations for Student Learning. 
No. 96, 1996 Jossey-Bass Publishers; pp. 55 – 66.

Bean, John C. Engaging Ideas. The Professor’s Guide to Integrating Writing, Critical Thinking, 
and Active Learning in the Classroom. Jossey-Bass. 2001.

Serban, Andreea, et al. Developing and Implementing Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes. 
No. 126, Summer 2004. Jossey-Bass Publishers. Multiple Articles. 

Petrides, Lisa. Turning Knowledge Into Action: What’s Data Got to Do With It? League for 
Innovation in the Community College. 2004.

Angelo, Thomas A. et al. Classroom Assessment Techniques. A Handbook for College Teachers. 
Jossey-Bass. 1993.

Walvoord, Barbara E. et al. Effective Grading. A Tool for Learning and Assessment. Jossey-Bass. 1998.

Bucher, Richard D. Diversity Consciousness. Opening Our Minds to People, Cultures, and 
Opportunities. Pearson/Prentice Hall. 2004.

McNiff, Jean, et al. Action Research for Teachers: A Practical Guide. David Fulton Publishers. 2005.

SELF PERSPECTIVE: 
A great deal of time and effort is spent trying various techniques focused on getting students more 
enthusiastic about extracurricular learning sooner and developing learning networks amongst 
their peers and local design community. Including, but not limited to developing a blog for our 
students, hanging event posters provided by local sponsors, writing articles on our blog related to 

“Indicators of Student Learning Outcomes” continues on next page
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the importance of extracurricular participation and giving students a single place to locate all local 
organization event announcements. Currently, these various techniques are ineffective when it comes 
to student awareness of extracurricular learning opportunities. 
 My perception is that students simply don’t value the opportunity enough to feel it is worth 
their time compared to the many other pressing and immediate obligations they have in their 
lives. Also, students are too narrowly focused on course requirements in order to accomplish their 
immediate goals of completing coursework for a grade. 
 Based upon my success at getting students to attend events by making frequent and ‘nagging’ 
classroom announcements, I am making an assumption that their previous experiences in learning 
environments did not encourage the development of student personal responsibility towards 
developing awareness of extracurricular learning opportunities. If this assumption is correct, students 
are simply in the habit of relying too much on in-classroom learning from their professors and too 
little on themselves to be aware of opportunities outside of the classroom. 

Methods & Assessment 

Student Learning Outcome

As a result of being exposed to a newly designed summative assessment device (tutorial), entry-
level graphics students will develop then use their newfound awareness of industry-focused 
extracurricular learning opportunities. 
   

Indicators of Student Learning Outcomes 

INDICATOR 1:  Entry-level graphics students were provided with a newly designed, graded 
summative assessment device (a tutorial) requesting they independently complete various awareness-
related tasks. These tasks include:

•  posting replies to articles related to industry expectations posted on Valenica’s graphics blog, 
•   finding printed resources in the library or bookstore as well as helpful electronic resources, then 

developing an electronic resource journal by utilizing an online bookmarking website, www.blinklist.
com to archive their resources,  

•   developing a ‘wish list’ of events or opportunities they hope to be able to attend or participate 
in during the semester (graphics speaker events, workshops, join student and professional 
organizations, etc.), 

•   research industry-related professional organizations,
•   finding, reading and using the three Valencia Graphics websites (blog, flickr samples of student 

work and program website),

“Methods & Assessment” continued on the following pages
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•   research the Valencia Graphics blog for information about industry expectations, job and 
internship opportunities as well as event, competition and networking opportunities. 

•  discovering what industry focused publications exist

INDICATOR 2: Measuring whether more entry-level students complete extra credit opportunities 
for attending extracurricular industry-focused events (these have always existed as a reward for 
students to attend local events).

INDICATORS 3 & 4:  Students were provided with formative, non-graded pre- and post- assessment 
devices to help them understand self awareness levels of these learning resources in addition to 
helping measure their pre- and post-awareness levels. It is also hoped that these devices will help 
determine whether or not the newly designed summative assessment device is contributing to the 
development of student awareness and participation or if other factors, such as teaching technique, 
are the primary contributors.  

Teaching Strategies (provided in chronological order):  

Note: This ARP was given to entry-level graphics students enrolled in 3 different sections of GRA1142 
Graphic Design Essentials. This class meets twice a week for 3 hours a day in a computer lab setting.

1.    Students were asked to complete, during class time, a formative assessment device (pre-survey) to 
help measure their pre-assignment personal awareness. This assessment was administered within the 
first week of class.  

2.   Students were exposed to various on-screen demonstrations related to how one goes about 
searching for and locating resources and archiving them using various electronic storage venues. 
They were encouraged to take notes and to follow along on their computers during projected 
demonstrations. 

3.   Students were provided with a newly designed graded summative assessment device (a tutorial) 
requesting they independently complete various research-related tasks (post on blogs, find printed 
resources in the library or bookstore, develop a ‘wish list’ of events to attend, develop an electronic 
resource journal utilizing an online bookmarking website). This took place by the third class 
meeting of the semester and was completed by week three. 

4.   Students were asked to complete another formative assessment device (post-survey) during 
class time to help me measure the effectiveness of the new summative assessment device. This 
occurred any time after they completed the new tutorial assignment, but before midterm.  

5.   Throughout the semester students were given the traditionally proposed opportunities to attend 
as many industry-related events, workshops, openings, etc. they wish in exchange for extra credit. 
Pre- and post- records were compared to see if there was an increase in the number of students 
who participated in the extra credit opportunity. Any newfound awareness that can be attributed 
to any of the above employed measures are shared. 

VIEW THE PRE-SURVEY, TUTORIAL & POST SURVEY ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES:

“Assessment of Learning Outcomes” begins on next page

Supplemental 
Materials for the  
listed Indicators  
are provided in  
this section:

1. pre-survey
2. tutorial
3. post-survey



FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:  Pre-Survey
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PLEASE NOTE:
A larger sized printout of 
the actual pre-survey can 

be found in the Appendix 
of this ILP. 
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PLEASE NOTE:
A larger sized printout of the 
actual tutorial can be found 
in the Appendix of this ILP. A 
sample of this tutorial completed 
by a student is also provided in 
the Appendix. 

PLEASE NOTE:
Section 4 of the tutorial is 
the only section that has 
been added, changed or 
modified for the purpose of 
this ARP. All other sections 
were already there as a part 
of a previous tutorial and are 
unrelated to this study.

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT:  Tutorial



FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:  Post-Survey
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PLEASE NOTE:
A larger sized printout of 

the actual post-survey can 
be found in the Appendix 

of this ILP. 
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Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes 

As shown on the previous pages, this ARP required the development of three new assessment 
devices as well as the use of pre- and post-data comparison of student participation in extra credit 
extracurricular attendance in order to measure results:

1.   A pre-survey that measures pre-assignment awareness of extracurricular learning opportunities
2.  A summative assessment device (the new tutorial) as a part of the student grading criteria, 
3.   A post-survey designed to measure student awareness of extracurricular learning opportunities as 

well as contributors to that newfound awareness, and
4.  A comparison of pre- and post-data records kept regarding student extracurricular attendance. 

Significant Results:  Presentation and Interpretation of Pre- and Post-Survey Results

It was clear that, before students were provided with the ARP (tutorial) assignment, the correct 
questions were chosen to include on the pre-survey to measure awareness. It was shocking to find out 
how unaware students really were about graphic design related extracurricular learning opportunities 
as well as what little time had been spent researching these opportunities prior to enrolling in the 
course. 
 The results of this ARP are discussed further one survey question at a time by showing on 
the left the pre-survey responses and on the right the post-survey responses to the same survey 
questions. The pre-survey (63 respondents) was given to students before exposure to this ARP 
(tutorial) and the post-survey (51 respondents) was administered within 3 weeks following.

SURVEY QUESTION 1: How often have you purchased a graphic design related book  
(not a textbook) for your personal enjoyment or enrichment?

Reflective Critique & 
analysis of evidence  
in this section:

1. pre-survey results
   (63 respondents)
2.  post-survey results 

(51 respondents)
3.  extra credit partici-

pation comparison
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Analysis: Many students prior to completing the tutorial had not exposed themselves to the 
plethora of printed books available to them in the library and/or bookstore. After exposure to 
the tutorial, which had students research and list a book they felt they would be interested in 
purchasing, fewer students indicated they had never purchased a book.
Reflection: In all honesty, the primary goal of the tutorial question was just to help students 
become more aware of the industry-related printed material available. It was ironic the number 
of students considering a career involving the design, illustration and layout of printed material, 
who did not own their own printed resources. It was seemingly unrealistic to expect students to 
actually purchase books as a result of being more aware, however their newfound awareness actually 
resulted in many students beginning their personal library of printed inspirational resources that 

interest them.

SURVEY QUESTION 2: Have you subscribed to or purchased a graphic design related 
magazine or publication?

Analysis: Many students prior to completing the tutorial had not exposed themselves to the 
plethora of publications available. The pre- and post-survey results show little difference between 
the number of students who had purchased these materials. Although the number of students that 
had never purchased a publication had decreased, there is no increase in the number of students 
who had. The difference in numbers seems to only be those students who had never done so, who 
are the same students who were either absent or who had withdrawn prior to the post-survey being 
administered. 
Reflection: Industry magazines and publications (especially subscriptions) tend to be rather 
expensive. That not many students had actually gone out and purchased such materials after 
becoming more aware of them is not surprising at all. It is interesting that students not taking the 
post-survey due to absence or withdrawl seem to represent most of those who had not purchased 
any publications.

“Significant Results” continued on next page
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SURVEY QUESTION 3: How often have you shopped for graphic design-related books in 
your local or campus library or favorite bookstore (including online stores)?

Analysis: Many students prior to completing the tutorial had not done much ‘window shopping’ 
for design-related books. Although the number of students that had never shopped for industry-
related books had decreased, there is no increase in the number of students who had. The difference 
in numbers seems to only be those students who had never done so, who are the same students who 
were either absent or who had withdrawn prior to the post-survey being administered. 
Reflection: That the pre- and post-survey numbers are unimpressive is an understatement, however, 
could be an indicator that students who are not interested in shopping for books are more interested 

in retrieving their information electronically. 

SURVEY QUESTION 4: How often have you viewed any one of the Valencia Graphics 
Technology websites? (we have a website, blog and flickr site with student samples)
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Analysis: One of the most significant pre- and post-survey findings is in the number of students who 
often view the Valencia Graphics websites after they were asked to locate them for their tutorial. 
Reflection: These results are rather exciting as many attempts have been made to get students to use 
our websites, especially our blog, in order to keep themselves informed of the many announcements 
and opportunities available to them. Despite our many efforts to force them to utilize our sites, it 
seems that we only needed to nudge their awareness to get them in the habit of checking these sites 

often. Go figure!

SURVEY QUESTION 5: How often have you become a member of a graphic design 
related group or professional organization?

Analysis: The most significant finding after comparing the pre- and post-surveys is this very 
question. It is quite impressive that 18 students, within just a few weeks, had actually joined 
a graphic design group or professional organization. This number is unheard of for entry-
level students as historically the vast majority of student members are enrolled in the graphics 
program for at least 3 semesters before taking advantage of the opportunity to join a professional 
organization. 
Reflection: Although one can’t tell from looking at this chart, during the past several semesters 
the number of student members in Valencia’s AIGA Student Chapter was barely 20.  Furthermore, 
Valencia’s Graphic Design Group membership has been so low the past few semesters (7 – 15 
members) that the group has had a difficult time functioning. 
 For the first time in Valencia Graphics history, the number of Valencia AIGA Student 
Chapter members has more than doubled to approximately 45 new and renewing members and the 
number of Valencia Graphic Design Group members has gone from 7 members last semester to ten 
times that this semester (70 dues-paying members). One can only imagine with 18 of these student 
members being entry-level graphics students that the numbers will continue to grow in future 
semesters.  
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SURVEY QUESTION 6: How often have you researched a local graphic design or related 
professional organization?

Analysis: Students, as a result of having to research the names and websites of local organizations 
for their tutorial, who often or never researched local organizations indicated that they now only 
sometimes do so. Only 4 students indicated they don’t research design-related organizations as 
opposed to 24 students prior to exposure to the tutorial.
Reflection: This question was included to solely measure student awareness of local organizations as 
a way for them to be aware of networking and event opportunities posted by these organizations. It 
is clear that students are more aware of local organizations as a result of the tutorial. This could be 

partially attributed to the positive impact awareness has actually had on student membership. 

SURVEY QUESTION 7: How often have you researched or become familiar with a famous 
or influential graphic designer?
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Analysis: Students clearly recalled being asked to research an influential graphic designer, to write a 
brief outline and to collect work samples of a famous designer as a requirement of their tutorial. Only 
one student either did not do that for the tutorial or forgot doing so. 
Reflection: It’s an important exercise to have students research influential people in their chosen field, 
however as indicated by only 6 more students doing so often or very often many of them probably 

haven’t done so since they were asked to for their tutorial.  

SURVEY QUESTION 8: How often have you attended an event, workshop or seminar that 
was graphic design related?

Analysis: 18 students in the pre-survey had attended events prior to completing their tutorial. That 
number increased to 30 after completing a couple of tutorial questions designed to increase their of 
awareness of the events and opportunities available to them. 
Reflection: It is surprising the number of students (18) who had attended design-related events 
prior to exposure to their tutorial. These are entry-level students who for the most part, indicated 
by their previous responses in the pre-survey, hadn’t even picked up a book that enlightened them 
about the industry. Even so, the post survey indicates close to double that number attended events 
within the short period following the completion of their tutorial. This increase in student event 
attendance is the direct result of them having to research event opportunities as well as develop a 
short list of events the student hoped to be able to attend. It is important to note that, although it’s 
encouraged, no stress was put on the importance of attending events and students were not required 
to attend events. Further information about extracurricular industry-related event attendance is also 
analyzed in charts shown later in this study (Charts #19 and #20) as well as later analysis comparing 
student participation in extra credit opportunities. 
 These results provoke many questions, such as “Are students more interested in and more prone 
to being physically involved in their extracurricular choices as opposed to more passively reading 
about it?” and “What do these results say about the feedback provided by students in the past (see 
Background > Student Perspective) indicating students who didn’t attend events stated it was due to 
not having the time or money to do so?” 
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SURVEY QUESTION 9: How often have you read a blog that was graphic design related?

Analysis: There was a small increase in the number of students who often or very often read a graphic 
design related blog (from 22 to 29). The number of students who have never read a design-related 
blog went down significantly without a comparable increase in the other numbers. It is suspected that 
students who were absent or had already withdrawn represent the decrease in the number who never 
read an industry blog. 
Reflection: Even though the numbers shown here don’t demonstrate a tremendous increase in the 
number of students who read design blogs often, it is exciting to note that the Valencia Graphics blog 
stats indicate quite the increase in visitors during the time GRA1142C students were completing this 
tutorial and then again 4 weeks afterwards. 

 Furthermore, the final question in the post-survey (at the end of this “Significant Results” 
section) shows that students surveyed feel the Valencia Graphics blog is the most influential resource 
responsible for their newfound awareness. This conflict in data makes the chart analysis above a 
complete enigma. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 10: How often have you replied to a blog article that was graphic 
design related?

Analysis: Prior to students completing the tutorial, 20 of the total 63 students responding to this 
question claimed to post replies to blog articles; an approximate 30%. After the tutorial, 35 out of a 
total of 51 of the respondents posted replies; an approximate 68%. 
Reflection: Students were not required to post replies to blogs for their tutorial, but were provided with 
extra credit for doing so. As a result most did. It is unclear how many students continue to post replies 
since the extra credit opportunity prompting them to do so. 

SURVEY QUESTION 11: How many hours OUTSIDE OF CLASS do you expect to spend 
doing homework for this course, GRA1142C?

Analysis: Approximately 55% of pre-survey respondents indicated they did not expect to spend the 
11 – 15 hours needed on homework weekly. The post-survey results were a bit more realistic, however 
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the percentage of students who really understood the homework hours it took to succeed in the 
course was only 57%. 
Reflection: This was a control question meant to measure student awareness when it came to 
workload expectations for the course. The following survey question asks students if they know 
what’s expected, whereas this question is meant to be compared to their actual knowledge versus 
their perceived understanding. Note, more than 50% of students in the pre-survey felt they would 
only need to spend less than 10 hours a week doing homework for a 5 credit hour course that really 
requires an average of 11 – 15 hours. 40% of students in the post survey indicated they continue to 
spend less than 10 hours a week doing homework for the course, even though the next chart shows 
just about all students feel they know what is expected of them. 

SURVEY QUESTION 12: Do you feel as though you know what is expected of you in 
order to earn a good grade in this course, GRA1142C?

Analysis: Students seem to feel they more fully understand course expectations than when they 
first enrolled in the course. 
Reflection: It is unclear with this data whether the increase in understanding can be attributed to 
the tutorial or instructor demonstrations and clarifications. Regardless of why that is, it’s great news 
not a single student felt unclear about expectations and that only 11 felt mostly clear. It’s important 
to note the previous chart indicates some inaccuracy in student perceptions regarding course 

expectations when it comes to their personal workload expectations versus reality. 

SURVEY QUESTION 13: Do you expect to use the Macintosh labs provided by the 
Graphics program to complete your coursework?
Reflection: This question was not meant to be of any significance to this study, but was put there to 
assist the Program Director; therefore, a chart was not provided. It is necessary in the planning and 
purchasing of equipment for the graphics labs to know how useful the lab facilities are and how many 
entry-level students intend to use our open lab space to complete their homework. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 14: How important do you feel it is for your experience at Valencia’s 
Graphics Program to mirror that of the professional industry?

Analysis: The same number of students responses in the pre- and post-survey felt it was very 
important for the program to mirror that of the industry. The only decrease in numbers (possibly 
those who didn’t take the survey) were those who only felt as though it was important, and not very 
important, for course material to mirror that of the industry.  
Reflection: This question was designed to help gauge whether or not student goals were in line 
with those of the program in terms of industry parallels to coursework. One can easily assume that 
students are more aware about course expectations than they give themselves credit for, even if they 
don’t know just yet what the industry is expecting. This indicates some sort of pre-existing level of 
awareness regarding an AS Degree Program’s goals to parallel industry expectations.  

SURVEY QUESTION 15: How many days a semester do YOU feel a student should be 
allowed to miss for this class?
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Analysis: The only amount of ‘missed days’ that changed significantly from pre- to post-survey was 
the  3 – 4 day range. All other ranges changed very little.  
Reflection: This data in inconclusive and cannot be used to determine whether students are any more 

or less aware of the benefits and industry parallels to course attendance requirements. 

SURVEY QUESTION 16: What do you feel the deadline policy for projects and 
assignments should be for this course?

Analysis: 50% of students who felt late work should be allowed or that work should be turned in 
anytime were not present on the day the post-survey was taken.  
Reflection: Students who would like to submit work late had either withdrawn or were absent when the 
post survey was taken. Ironically, the 15 students who still feel late work should be allowed, also felt in 
the previous chart the course should mirror the expectations of the industry; which is deadline driven.

SURVEY QUESTION 17: Do you plan to pursue an AS Degree in Graphics at Valencia?
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Analysis: Drops in numbers are seen only amongst students who were unsure of pursuing a degree in 
graphics at Valencia upon enrolling in the course. Those students who were unsure in the pre-survey 
had either withdrawn or were absent on the day of the post survey.   
Reflection: This question was asked just in case there were any direct correlations between students 
who were taking the course for elective purposes and those whose expectations and awareness were 
consistently misaligned with program goals in other survey questions. Considering there are only 
3 students after the post-survey who are certain they will not be pursing a degree in graphics at 
Valencia, it can safely be assumed there is little connection. 
 It is unclear, and hence inconclusive, wether or not students who are still unsure of their 
chosen degree are the same approximately 13 students whose awareness and preferences are not 
in line with what the graphics program and industry is expecting of them. It would probably not 
be too far off point to say that the students who are unsure are the same ones who are wanting 
expectations of them to be more lenient than those of the industry in terms of attendance, 

participation and deadlines.

SURVEY QUESTION 18: If you were to receive a grade TODAY on how aware you are of 
graphics design resources (books, publications, websites, organizations, events, etc.) what 
do you think your grade would be?

Analysis: Students, prior to exposure to the tutorial, clearly felt they lacked awareness. A total of 
40 students felt they deserved a C or lower in the pre-survey whereas only 22 students felt they 
deserved a C or lower after completing the tutorial. One sixth as many students felt they deserved 
a D or F than before. 20 more students felt their grade should be an A or B after completing their 
tutorial. 
Reflection: Although 45% or so of the students still indicate there’s room for improvement when it 
comes to awareness, I tend to believe some students have a tendency to self evaluate a bit harshly. A 
safe assumption is that students who still give themselves a C are quite a bit more aware than they 
were prior to completing their tutorial. 
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SURVEY QUESTION 19: Besides homework assignments, what other activities 

related to the field graphic design are you interested in participating in?

Analysis: The number of respondent interest in extracurricular opportunities stayed the same. 
Reflection: It is exciting to see students enter the course with this much interest for learning outside of 

the classroom. As the below chart demonstrates, however, interest does not necessarily provoke action. 

SURVEY QUESTION 20: How many activities related to the field of graphic design 

(not including coursework requirements) have you actually participated in the 

past two months?

Analysis: Student participation stayed mostly the same or decreased when the activities involved: 
reading online material, interning and entering work in competitions. Areas such as reading books, 
attending workshops & events, attending gallery openings, networking with professionals and 
becoming a member of a professional organization grew quite significantly. 
Reflection: It is a bit premature for entry-level students to intern or to participate in competitions, so 
those numbers are not surprising. Fewer students reading online material is a mixed blessing because 

“Significant Results” continued on next page
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it might just mean they are spending less time sitting in front of their computer and more time being 
involved in the design community in other ways. It is quite exciting the increases seen in students 
who will now pick up an industry-related book to read it, network with professionals, attend events 
and who have become members of a professional organization. As was mentioned previously in survey 
question #8, student membership in the Graphic Design Group has grown ten fold and the Valencia 
Student AIGA Chapter has doubled its membership. 

SURVEY QUESTION 21: What ONE thing do you feel is most instrumental in 

raising your awareness of graphics-related events and opportunities?

Reflection: The majority of the responses to this open-ended question indicate that students did 
not initially feel it was there responsibility to search for information that would inform them, but 
rather they expected others to ‘make them aware’. They were clearly accustomed to waiting for their 
professors and others to provide them with this awareness versus taking the responsibility to search 
for ways to make themselves aware. 
 On a side note, there were many students who, based on their responses, clearly did not 
even understand the question when taking the pre-survey. Here is a sampling of the responses that 
represented a majority for the pre-survey: 

PRE-SURVEY SAMPLE OF RESULTS: 
[becoming more skilled in industry standard software.]
[Professors contacting the students about them.]
[learning how to use the programs]
[Professors telling us]
[Education]
[College and the professors.]
[not sure]
[don’t know]
[Knowledge of programs and industry]
[web related ads]
[E-mails]
[Learning about them.]
[Not sure]
[being informed]
[Being very familiar with programs such as photoshop.]
[Learning all the programs needed for graphic design...]
[Not sure]
[Mainly exposure. I haven’t really been exposed to anything graphics-related...]
[been able to do some hands on activities.]
[learning more about the adobe products.]
[Letting us know about the different outlets and organizations that offer the events]
[Probably advertising, whether it’s with flyers or online]
[Letting us know the different organizations that offer these opportunities...]

“Significant Results” continued on next page
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[Communicating, sharing and exchanging information with classmates and teachers.]
[Learning all the programs and tools that are essential for the graphic design field.]
[Email.]

Reflection: As you will see in the following results, the change in student responses to the same 
open-ended question after completing the tutorial suggest they felt more responsible for their own 
awareness and were aware of the best resources to use to keep themselves in the loop. They also 
indicated they were much less likely to rely on the resourcefulness of others to ‘make them aware’ 
and instead indicated the many ways available to keep themselves aware. Some responses that lead to 
these conclusions are: [Researching online on various appropriate web sites.], [my desire to network], 
[graphics blog]. 
 It is also pleasing to see that many of them specifically attribute the tutorial to being the one 
thing responsible for their newfound awareness. Statements that indicate their appreciation for the 
tutorial assignment include: [teacher assignment.], [promotion inside the curriculum to find local 
outlets for learning opportunities.], [my first tutorial help me locate website and blogs that are 
industry related and very helpful]. Here is a sampling of the responses that represented a majority for 
the post-survey responses: 

POST-SURVEY SAMPLE OF RESULTS: 
[VCC Graphics Blog]
[Homework assignments have assisted in raising my awareness.]
[Teacher enthusiasm in getting us to participate in class discussions and become involved in the 
outside-of-class graphics community.]
[The school blogs, and announcements.]
[The Internet?]
[Valencia Graphics blog]
[The use of the internet and websites related to graphics design and digital art]
[Researching online on various appropriate web sites.]
[Internet]
[teacher assignment.]
[promotion inside the curriculum to find local outlets for learning opportunities.]
[The Valencia blog.]
[The Valencia Graphics Department blog website has a lot of helpful information to keep me updated 
in what is going on in the Graphics world.]
[i think the VCC Graphics Tech blog is a great resource. I like having a lot of info in one place.]
[I think my curiousity plays a big part in me being aware of graphic related activities. e just wanting 
to know and understand how a certain technique was done can go a long way.]
[my first tutorial help me locate website and blogs that are industry related and very helpful]
[research for the first tutorial]
[networking with professionals]
[my desire to network]
[PRACTICE]
[resourcing]
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[...holding the graphic design groups after class.]
[graphics blog]
[Info from this class]
[this class]
[The internet!]
[Web sites from the school]

Significant Results:  Student Participation in Extra Credit Opportunities (Event Attendance)

As shown on the previous pages, this ARP required the development of three ways to assess the 
effectiveness of the new tutorial. The first two ways provided students with pre- and post-surveys which 
have been analyzed and reflected upon on the many previous pages. The third and final way was to 
compare the number of students who, after completing the tutorial, have taken advantage of the extra 
credit opportunity offered in GRA 1142C. This extra credit opportunity, which adds one point to a 
students final grade for attending an industry-related event or gallery opening, has historically been 
provide to students, however, has been infrequently taken advantage of. This analysis, although less 
thorough than the previous analysis, will compare the extra credit records kept for each of my GRA 
1142C sections for the past 10 semesters and compare it to records kept for the semester students were 
exposed to the ARP tutorial (Spring 2009).
 The number of students taking advantage of this extra credit opportunity for the past 10 
semesters was embarrassing. Anywhere from 1 – 5 students (a mere average of 3 students per semester) 
attended extracurricular learning opportunities. It is exciting to note that during the launch of the 
new tutorial, 100% of the students enrolled in my section of GRA 1142 either attended events during 
the semester to cash in on the extra credit or became members of professional grapics organizations. 
In many cases students earned additional extra credit by attending more than one event during the 
semester! Which, after looking at past records, was practically unheard of!
 Although additional semesters of collected information will provide a better gauge as to the 
significance of this measurement, it appears at a glance that more students are attending events and are 
now taking advantage of the extra credit opportunity as a result of being exposed to the new tutorial. 

Reflection of the Action Research Project

Most data collected supports the tutorial was a surprising success in helping students become 
more aware of extracurricular learning opportunities as well as get them to participate in those 
opportunities. This success also means there is potential to take advantage of what was learned as 
a result of this ARP regarding the power of awareness in student self-reliance and apply it in other 
courses. The concept that requiring students to improve their awareness of resources results in 
personal responsibility for their awareness and extracurricular involvement is fascinating and worthy 
of a study much larger than this one.  
 A nagging concern during this analysis worth mentioning is the possibility students’ 
perceptions about the importance of extracurricular learning opportunities was influenced by having 
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to complete the pre- and post-surveys. Would the tutorial be as successful if students were only to 
complete the tutorial and not complete any pre- or post-surveys? Did the repetition of themes in the 
surveys emphasize the importance of self reliance and awareness simply by asking them questions? 
 Experimenting with this tutorial with and without the formative surveys did in fact reveal 
answers to my nagging questions. The success of this tutorial does in fact rely on the use of the pre- 
and post-surveys as a means to emphasize the importance of self reliance and awareness through 
repetition of a theme. The tutorial alone is not enough for students to grasp the importance of 
extracurricular learning nor does it encourage high number of student extracurricular participation. 
In fact, additional informal been collected regarding student participation in extracurricular events 
revealed a decline in student participation during semesters that utilized the tutorial sans the pre- and 
post-surveys. 

Reflection on the Essential Competencies

Below you will find the Essential Competencies that were designated as being approached in 
this Action Research Project. Below each competency you will find a reflection on how each was 
contributed to by the ARP. (If you want to refer back to this original list it begins on page 3 of the 
Individualized Learning Plan). 

1. Learning-centered teaching strategies
   •   Active learning techniques focused on industry awareness and extracurricular learning opportunities.

This Action Research Project involved the development of a new summative assessment device 
incorporating active learning techniques. The device focused on developing industry awareness and 
provoking student participation in extracurricular learning opportunities.

2. Valencia’s Core Competencies (TVCA)
   •   THINK: Lifelong Learning, Independent Learning, Problem Solving, Creative Process 

Development, Resourcefulness
   •  VALUE: Initiative, Motivation, Responsibility
   •  ACT:  Participation, Out of Class Work, Research

THINK: Students were asked to perform various tasks aimed at developing awareness of industry-
related resources and events. They were not instructed on where to find information, rather the task 
was to locate the information that would be useful to them. This, in turn, led to the development of 
their self-reliance when it came to keeping abreast of opportunities for them to learn outside of the 
classroom. The tutorial also asked them to develop further understanding of the creative learning 
process by defining what it is. This will set a good foundation when they are later asked to perform 
creative tasks related to projects and assignments.
VALUE: Students were required to work independently and to locate resources without the guidance 
of the instructor. Students felt personally responsible for keeping themselves aware as opposed to 
expecting other to ‘make them aware’. They then, on their own accord, demonstrated the initiative it 
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took to participate in events and join industry organizations without a course requirement prompting 
their decisions to do so. 
ACT: Getting students to act by researching and participating in extracurricular learning 
opportunities was what this entire project was about. 

3. LifeMap
   •   Employ electronic tools beyond the narrow confines of the Atlas LifeMap website by utilizing 

the Graphics Program blog and other virtual networking sites to encourage student contact and 
industry awareness.

   •   Develop learning-centered assignments employing electronic tools focused on helping students 
understand LifeMap as a guiding philosophy. 

This ARP has clearly employed the use of the Graphics blog and other social and professionals 
networking sites to encourage awareness about the industry. Students were asked to do all of the 
above in order to complete their tutorial. These tasks have really helped them to see the ‘light at the 
end of the tunnel’ when it comes to planning out their futures as graphic designers. 

4. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
   •   Produce Professional work that meets the Valencia Standards of Scholarship (Action  

Research Project).
   •  Demonstrate relationship of SofTL to improve teaching and learning processes.
   •  Demonstrate current teaching and learning theory & practice.
   •  Invite constructive criticism by seeking formative feedback from peers and students. 

The completion of all of these tasks was accomplished merely from the act of developing new learning 
strategies, assessment devices as well as analyzing and reflecting on the results. It is built into the 
design of an Action Research Project. 

5. Assessment
   •  Employ formative feedback loops early and often to assess student awareness.
   •   Develop summative assessment devices aimed at aiding student awareness and resourcefulness.
   •   Develop formative assessment devices, such as a pre- and post-survey to measure the effectiveness 

of new teaching strategies.
   •   Develop assessment strategies that more accurately measure student involvement in communities 

outside of the classroom

Formative as well as summative assessment devices were designed for this ARP. They include a 
summative assessment device (a new tutorial) given to students as a graded course requirement, a pre-
survey to assess their pre-tutorial awareness of extracurricular learning opportunities and a post-survey 
to assess their post-tutorial awareness of the same. To see those assessment devices again refer to the 
Appendix located at the end of the ILP. 
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6. Professional Commitment 
   •  Expand knowledge of college connections to wider communities

Please see the following section entitled, “Plan for Dissemination”. 

7. Inclusion & Diversity
   •  Design learning experiences that address students’ unique needs
   •   Create learning atmospheres that encourage students to share viewpoints, resources and 

newfound knowledge
   •  Foster connections among students in and out of the classroom (learning communities)

Because students are being asked to utilize electronic resources that involve non-restrictive social and 
professional interaction, there are very few physical, financial or cultural limitations when it comes 
to students’ being able to share their knowledge, viewpoints and resources with each other and the 
world-wide design community. 

Plan for Dissemination

The findings in this ARP will readily be shared with any colleague who might find it useful. This 
includes, but is not limited to, the AS Degree program faculty, Workforce Development colleagues, 
Counselors, Professional Organizations and any entity who might find it useful. 
 It will be provided in printed format for the sake of my tenure-track committee, however is 
also available in PDF format at request (to save the trees in the future).
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E N D  O F  A C T I O N  R E S E A R C H  P R O J E C T

Learning Outcome #2 for Kristy Pennino’s Individualized Learning Plan begins on the following pages.



 CANDIDATE’S NAME:   Kristy Pennino
 DEAN’S NAME:   Wendy Givoglu

LO #2: Determine the usefulness of a professional networking website, http://www.linkedin.com, 
in tracking Valencia’s Graphics graduates and their employment status.

Evidence of Products/Performance

Since the evidence provided in this section is primarily electronic, screen captures will be provided of 
all on-screen visuals in addition to providing web address. Everyone is invited to view any websites 
mentioned and anyone having a www.linkedin.com account is free to send me an “Invite to Connect”. 
There is no monetary charge to create an account with www.linkedin.com. Where screen captures are 
provided, an attempt will be made to label areas of interest considering it may be the first time many 
readers have seen what the website looks like. 

This list below was previously provided on page 7 of the Individualized Learning Plan where the 
LO# 2 was first described. It is copied below to prevent the reader from having to page back and 
forth to refer to it again. Immediately following this page you will have the opportunity to see all of 
the evidence on this list along with a brief reflection on how the evidence lends itself to meeting the 
Learning Objectives by tracking Valencia AS Graphics Graduates: 

1.  A personal professional profile will be created on a popular professional/job networking website 
www.linkedin.com. 

2.  Connections were developed with Valencia Graphics AS Degree earners through this site which 
contains all current job placement and contact information.

3.  A list was compiled, from Valenica’s Institutional Research (IR) Department, containing the 
contact information of all Valencia Graphics AS Degree graduates since the inception of the 
program (since 1978). 

4.  New connections were developed on the site to gather and update the graduate contact 
information provided on the list from IR. 

5.  A Linkedin Group was created for Valencia Graphics Graduates only to keep in touch with and 
track the placement of our graduates as well as provide connected graduates with a job placement 
network with one another. 

6.  It has been expressed that the updated information being collected be shared with Valencia’s 
Workforce Development and Alumni Association. They will also be invited to join the new Alumni 
group to gain group member access to graduates profiles.

7.  Any feedback provided from group members, Workforce Development and the Alumni 
Association was collected and shared as evidence.
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LO#2

“Evidence” begins on the following pages.

SEE EVIDENCE FOR EACH OF THESE ITEMS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES



1.  A personal professional profile will be created on a popular professional/job networking website www.
linkedin.com. A screen capture of what my profile looks like is shown below. To access my profile 
directly or to send me an ‘invite to connect’ visit my profile at: www.linkedin.com/in/kpennino.

I also have access to my profiles home page, which includes important updates on what my 
connections are doing as well as important announcements regarding whether someone is trying to 
contact me through the site: 
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2.   Connections were developed with Valencia Graphics AS Degree earners through this site which 
contains all current job placement and contact information.

 

You can see a screen capture above that shows you 
my current number of professional connections 
(254) and the names of those connections in 
alphabetical order along with their current job 
title. Many of these connections are current 
students and graduates.
 It’s possible to send an invite to connect or 
receive invites from others. To  the right is a screen 
capture of my recent invitations. Once you are 
connected to a person and can access their profile 
information, you can also locate any current 
contact information they make available to their 
connections, email address and/or contact them 
via “inmail” through the site. 
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PLEASE NOTE:
All names have been 

covered to protect 
individual’s privacy 

and identity for 
all screen captures 

provided for this LO 
#2 evidence. 



3.  A list was compiled, from Valenica’s Institutional Research (IR) Department, containing the 
contact information of all Valencia Graphics AS Degree graduates since the inception of the 
program (since 1978).

Above you can see the list provided by Valencia’s Institutional Research Department. This is not the 
complete list, due to the length of information, however these screen captures show the beginning 
and end of the list. There were a total of 472 graduates provided since the program inception in 1978. 
The list shown above is already incomplete. As the screen capture shows, the list was provided in the 
Fall semester of 2008 and already many more graduates have been added to the list. 
 Given the rapid graduation rates of Valencia Graphics students, a procedure has been put in 
place that requests students in their final course, GRA 1951C Portfolio Review, create a LinkedIn 
profile during the semester they are planning to graduate. They are then invited to be a member of 
the Valencia Graphics Alumni Group created just for that purpose. (More information about that 
group is provided on the following pages).
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4.   New connections were developed on the site to gather and update the graduate contact 
information provided on the list from IR. 

This process of using the 
graduate list to contact 
graduates has taken quite 
a bit more time than once 
expected due to students 
not keeping their contact 
information updated and 
from students changing 
their legal names since 
graduation. 

An attempt is being made to update the 
graduate list as students are contacted and 
their current information is collected. 
This updated list will be provided to the 
Alumni Association and to the Workforce 
Development Department so they can be 
in contact with graduates and track their 
current employment information. 

Whether through email, 
facebook or myspace, 
a graduate at a time is 
being contacted and 
invited to connect. 
These graduates are 
also using the site to 
seek introductions 
to others, to keep in 
touch or to join the 
new linkedin.com 
group created just for 
them (shown later). 



5.  A LinkedIn Group was created for Valencia Graphics Graduates to keep in touch with and track 
the placement of our graduates as well as provide connected graduates with a job placement 
network with one another. 

The screen capture to the left shows the many groups that I am a 
member of through linkedin.com. Notice the top item on the list 
is for the Valencia Graphics Alumni. Since I am the administrator 
for this group, an extra link to “Manage” the group is provided.
 Below you can see there are currently 91 members for the 
group. There is clearly a long way to go before this group contains 
all 450+ graduates since 1978! 
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6.  It has been expressed that the updated information being collected be shared with Valencia’s 
Workforce Development and Alumni Association. They will also be invited to join the new Alumni 
group to gain group member access to graduates profiles.

It’s also noteworthy to mention that it was someone from the Alumni Association, a graduate of ours, 
who recommended a discussion be added to the group requesting information on how to get in touch 
with graduates who have been hard to locate. 

Since the creation of the new discussion, not much response has been supplied so it is a future plan 
to actually list the names of the graduates we are wanting to get back in touch with. Even if doing 
so doesn’t create a new connection, other alumni might be forthcoming with news regarding a name 
change or other ways to contact graduates they recognize on the list (such as facebook, myspace, etc.).  
 The updated list and the Valencia Graphics Alumni Group continue to morph and grow as 
members are invited and added and as any new information is received regarding their location, job 
and name. It is important to note that per the request of the Alumni Association, the list is being 
updated in a manner that makes it easy for them to update their records. 
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7.  Any feedback provided from group members, Workforce Development and the Alumni 
Association was collected and shared as evidence. (Due to the volume of evidence collected, only 
several of these will be provided in this portfolio).
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Mail Message   

  Reply    Resend   Read Later  Delete  From

:
Kr isty P enn ino

Tuesday -  Sep tember  9, 2008 1: 44 PMTo: bshell@valenc iac c .edu , lr osen@valenc iac c .eduCC: swilliamson8@valenc iac c .eduSubje
ct:

Re:  Valenc ia g raph ic s alumn i
all f in e b y me!

: - )

kr isty penn ino
p rog ram chair , g r aph ic s technologyvalenc ia commun ity college

>>> Barbara Shell 09/09/08 12:27 PM >>>Hello,
Sheila in c luded  spec ific  d ata field s that ar e consisten t with  ou r  alumn i database.  Kr isty, with  you r  

permission , will it b e okay for  Lar r y and  Sheila to in ter ac t with  th is in formation  abou t the field s for  the 

g rap ic s alumn i r epor t so we can  in corporate it in to ou r  database as we update the con tac t in formation  for  

them?  

I  am copying  Sheila on  th is email,  too.

Thanks,
Barbara

Barbara Shell,  Asst. D ir ec torCommun ity &  Alumn i Relation sValenc ia Commun ity College

b shell@valenc iac c .edu

>>> Kr isty P enn ino 09/09/08 12:19 PM >>>thanks, lar r y! i've submitted  the r equest. it's possib le that there weren 't any g raduates un til 1978 

(consider ing  the p rog ram began  in  1974) . th is list shou ld  be ju st PERFECT!: - )
kr isty

kr isty penn ino
p rog ram chair , g r aph ic s technologyvalenc ia commun ity college

>>> Lar r y Rosen  09/09/08 11:59 AM >>>Hi Kr isty and  Barbara,

The list I  d id  for  Sheila shou ld  have all the peop le you  wan t, bu t I  su spec t it will b e d ifficu lt for  you  to 

pu ll the g raph ic s g rad s ou t of all those r ecord s.
IR can  do a list for  you .  I  th in k we can  id en tify a lot of the old  g rad s.  The "AS -GRAPHICS" p rog ram 

appear s to go back to 1978 in  the old  data we have availab le.  You  can  submit a r equest here:    h ttp : / /

valenc iac c .edu /IR/DataIn foApp .c fm 

Lar r y Rosen
Database Admin istr ator
Offic e of In stitu tional Resear ch

>>> On  9/9/2008 at 9: 26 AM, Barbara Shell wrote:H i Kr isty and  Lar r y,



LO #2: Determine the usefulness of a professional networking website, http://www.linkedin.com, 
in tracking Valencia’s Graphics graduates and their employment status.

Results for Learning Outcome #2: Analysis & Reflection of Evidence

Since the completion of the evidence gathering for my LO #2, the Valencia Graphics Alumni Group 
in www.linkedin.com has continued to grow and continues to provide helpful information to Valencia 
Graphics graduates. Furthermore, even more has been learned regarding how other educators are 
utilizing such online networking resources in an educational format with many benefits. One such 
learning opportunity was a workshop offered by Angelique Smith for Valencia’s Learning Day 
called “Web 2.0: The Web is US” where a plethora of new emerging online social and professional 
networking resources now being used for informal learning were shared and discussed. 
 Beyond the confines of this LO, the usefulness of www.linkedin.com has been made even more 
pragmatic by taking advantage of the emerging additional online social networking resources that can 
now link from one to the next. For example, a personal facebook.com account has been created that 
also provides a link to the LinkedIn profile and an application to Facebook has been added that allows 
all contacts in the LinkedIn account to be imported into the Facebook account.
 Although it’s not a part of this learning outcome, the group has been expanded to further 
market the Valencia Graphics Program by providing it’s members with information about the 
program’s various helpful websites (website, blog and flickr site of student work samples): http://
multimedia.valenciacc.edu, www.vccgraphics.wordpress.com and www.flickr.com/photos/vccgraphics. The 
group has specifically promoted the existence of the Valencia Graphics blog as a means to acquire 
updated job announcement and internship information that is regularly posted there by our graphics 
faculty administrators of the site. 
 The advent of the Valencia Graphics Alumni Group has proven to be more time consuming a 
venture than initially thought. Despite it’s time-consuming nature, with diligence and patience it will 
continue to grow, flourish and prove beneficial to it’s members, the Graphics Program, the Valencia 
Alumni Association and Workforce Development. It is surely becoming a key place to locate our 
graduates and for members to locate valuable job placement and networking opportunities. 

A. Essential Competencies:

1. LifeMap
   •   Employ electronic tools beyond the narrow confines of the Atlas LifeMap website by utilizing the 

professional/job networking site: www.linkedin.com

Clearly this essential competency is being met in more than one way by incorporating various 
electronic forms of communication in an innovative way. 
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2. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
   •   Make work public to college and broader audiences by providing synergistic benefits for Valencia’s 

Alumni Association and Valencia’s Workforce Development Dept.
   •  Build on the work of others (consult peers, self, students)

The evidence provided indicates that Valencia’s Alumni Association as well as their Workforce 
Development Department have been included in this process and have been key to the success of this 
Learning Outcome. Additionally, feedback from faculty in other departments and schools, graphics 
faculty, students and graphics industry professionals have all been documented as participants in this 
process. 

3. Professional Commitment 
   •   Expand knowledge of college connections to wider communities by providing graduates and 

employers to link with one another through an alumni group

Evidence of this Essential Competency has also been provided on the previous pages. 

4. Inclusion & Diversity
   •  Foster connections among students in and out of the classroom (learning communities)

Because students are being asked to utilize electronic resources that involve non-restrictive social and 
professional interaction, there are very few physical, financial or cultural limitations when it comes 
to students’ being able to share their knowledge, viewpoints and resources with each other and the 
world-wide design community.   

E N D  O F  L E A R N I N G  O U T C O M E  # 2
You have reached the end of Kristy Pennino’s ILP. The following Appendix contains copies of evidence prom-
ised as a part of the Learning Outcome #1 Action Research Project: ARP Pre-survey, ARP Post-Survey and 
ARP Tutorial. 


